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Schofields Road 
upgrade and extension

Stage 3 between Veron Road 
and Richmond Road 
– Concept design and Review of  
Environmental Factors are on display

Roads and Maritime Services is planning for the 
final stage of  the upgrade of  Schofields Road 
to provide a transit boulevard to meet the future 
transport needs of the North West Growth Centre.

Transit boulevards connect pedestrians, cyclists, public transport and 
vehicles to surrounding urban land use. They are tree lined to set them 
apart from other roads.

Schofields Road, when extended to Richmond Road, would be a major 
east-west connection between Windsor Road and Richmond Road, 
linking the Rouse Hill and Marsden Park town centres. 

The concept design and Review of  Environmental Factors for the 
proposed 2.5km upgrade and extension of  Schofields Road between 
Veron Road and Richmond Road are on display for community 
comments until Friday 29 November 2013.

Background
Schofields Road is currently a two lane rural road linking Windsor Road 
at Rouse Hill to Railway Terrace at Schofields. It forms a T-junction with 
Railway Terrace at its western end. 

It is proposed that Schofields Road cross the Blacktown-Richmond 
rail line via an underpass and continue via South Street to link up to 
Richmond Road at Marsden Park.

Have your say! – 
See inside for more details



The Schofields Road upgrade is being planned in three 
stages:

•	 Stage 1 of  the Schofields Road upgrade is between 
Windsor Road and Tallawong Road. Construction 
commenced in October 2012 and is expected to be 
completed by late 2014.

•	 Stage 2 of  the Schofields Road upgrade is between 
Tallawong Road and Veron Road. This section 
was approved in March 2013 and detail design is 
being progressed. Construction is anticipated to 
commence in the second half  of  2014. 

•	 Stage 3 of  the Schofields Road upgrade is between 
Veron Road and Richmond Road. This community 
update outlines the proposed concept design and 
Review of  Environmental Factors for this proposed 
section of  the road corridor.

Review of  Environmental 
Factors and concept design 
– Have your say
A Review of  Environmental Factors and the concept 
design for the proposed upgrade of  Schofields Road 
between Veron Road and Richmond Road are on 
display until Friday 29 November 2013 and can be 
viewed at www.rms.nsw.gov.au/roadprojects.

For display locations and details of  community information 
sessions, see the back page of this community update.

Community involvement
Roads and Maritime recognises the importance of  
involving the community in developing the Schofields 
Road upgrade and extension and is continuing 
to consult the community to ensure we have the 
best outcome.
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  Under construction

   Detailed design being 
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  In planning

   North West Rail Link – 
currently being built

  North West Growth Centre
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Community comments received to date for the 
Schofields Road corridor have been carefully 
considered by Roads and Maritime to help plan and 
develop the concept design and to prepare the Review 
of  Environmental Factors for this final section of  the 
Schofields Road upgrade.

Features of  the proposed road 
upgrade and extension for stage 3
•	 Provision of  a four lane divided road with a wide 

central median that would allow widening to six 
lanes if  required in the future.

•	 Extension of  Schofields Road from Veron Road 
across Eastern Creek to Carnarvon Road.

•	 Extension of  Schofields Road from Carnarvon 
Road to Richmond Road using the existing South 
Street alignment.

•	 A tree lined transit boulevard, in a generally 43 
metre wide corridor.

•	 New traffic lights at Carnarvon Road and at future 
Fermoy Road extension intersection.

•	 Twin bridges over Eastern Creek and Bells Creek.

•	 Designated turning lanes.

•	 Temporary U-turn facilities until the surrounding 
precincts and local road network have been 
sufficiently developed.

•	 Off-road shared paths for cyclists and pedestrians 
on both sides of  the road.

•	 Signalised crossing for pedestrians and cyclists at 
all intersections.

•	 Bus priority measures at intersection approaches.

•	 Indented bus bays on the departure side of  
signalised intersections.

•	 Improved flood immunity.

•	 An initial speed limit of  70 km/h reducing to 60 km/h 
in the future, as traffic increases.

Benefits of  the Schofields 
Road Corridor
•	 Ultimately a direct local link between Windsor Road 

and Richmond Road.

•	 An east-west connection between the Rouse Hill 
Regional Centre, the proposed North West Rail Link 
(NWRL), the proposed Alex Avenue town centre, 
Schofields Railway Station and the proposed new 
Schofields town centre, and the proposed Marsden 
Park industrial, commercial and residential areas.

•	 An additional crossing of  the Blacktown to 
Richmond rail line.

•	 Improved capacity along Schofields Road, catering 
for higher traffic volumes.

•	 Ten new signalised intersections between Windsor 
Road and Richmond Road, to improve accessibility 
for the North West Growth Centre.

•	 Reduced travel times.

•	 Improved road safety.

•	 Improved access and safety for cyclists and 
pedestrians by providing for off-road shared paths.

•	 Bus priority at key intersections.

•	 Improved landscaping.

•	 Improved flood immunity.

What happens next
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APPROVAL TO PROCEED

DETAILED DESIGN

CONSTRUCTION OF STAGE 3*

Roads and Maritime invites community 
feedback on the corridor alignment and design

April
2010

Feb
2011

DESIGN OF THE 
CORRIDOR ALIGNMENT

CONFIRMATION OF THE CORRIDOR
AND ACCESS ARRANGEMENTS

Roads and Maritime informs the community 
of the preferred corridor and adjustments

CONCEPT DESIGN AND
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT

FOR STAGE 3

Roads and Maritime invites 
community feedback on the 
concept design and Review of 
Environmental Factors
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* Timing of construction has not been confirmed.



SCHOFIELDS ROAD UPGRADE AND EXTENSION – VERON ROAD TO RICHMOND ROAD

Connection 
to Richmond 

Road upgrade

South Street  
(to be renamed  
Schofields Road 
once upgraded)

South Street (Schofields 
Road) / future Fermoy 

Road extension: four way 
intersection with traffic lights

Key

 Off  road shared pedestrian / cycle path

 Median and islands

 Bus stops

 Bus priority approach

 U-turn facility (temporary)

FERMOY ROAD INTERSECTION
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SCHOFIELDS ROAD UPGRADE AND EXTENSION – VERON ROAD TO RICHMOND ROAD

FERMOY ROAD INTERSECTION

Low flow 
channel 

realignment

205m long twin 
bridges over 
Bells Creek



CARNARVON ROAD INTERSECTION

South Street (Schofields Road) 
/ Carnarvon Road: four way 
intersection with traffic lights



420m long twin 
bridges over 

Eastern Creek

Connection to Stage 2 
of  the Schofields Road 
upgrade and extension
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Community information sessions
Roads and Maritime values your views about the 
project and will host community information sessions 
where project staff  will be available to answer 
questions and receive feedback. Please feel free to 
drop in at any time during the information sessions at: 

Riverstone Neighbourhood Centre

Sam Lane Community Complex, Park Street, Riverstone

Thursday 14 November 2013 between 3pm and 8pm 
Saturday 16 November 2013 between 10am and 2pm

How to receive a copy of  the  
Review of  Environmental Factors
The document can be downloaded, at no cost, from the 
Roads and Maritime website at www.rms.nsw.gov.au/
roadprojects.

You can request a CD copy by contacting 
Devika Sitinamaluwe on 02 8849 2782 or email 
Schofields_Road_Upgrade@rms.nsw.gov.au

Display locations
The concept design and Review of  Environmental 
Factors are available to view or download from the 
Roads and Maritime website at www.rms.nsw.gov.au/
roadprojects. Alternatively you can visit the following 
display locations until Friday 29 November 2013:

Blacktown City Council 
62 Flushcombe Road 
Blacktown NSW 2148

Monday to Friday 8.30am to 4.30pm

Riverstone Library 
1st Floor, Marketown 
Riverstone NSW 2765

Monday to Friday 9:30am to 5pm  
(except Thursday 12pm to 7:45pm)
Saturday 9.30am to 11.45am

Have your say
Written comments are invited until 
Friday 29 November 2013 and should be sent to:

Devika Sitinamaluwe, Project Development Manager 
Development Sydney Section 
Roads and Maritime Services  
PO Box 973 Parramatta CBD NSW 2124

Or email your comments to: 
Schofields_Road_Upgrade@rms.nsw.gov.au

What happens next?
All comments received will be considered in finalising 
the project design. If  there are any further changes to 
the design the community will be informed.

Upon finalisation of  the design, the project will be 
prepared for construction. 

Roads and Maritime will continue to inform the 
community throughout the project.

This	paper	is	•	carbon	neutral	•	Australian-made	•	recycled	fibre	 
•	elemental	chlorine	free	•	pulp	derived	from	sustainably	managed	sources.

© Roads and Maritime Services

Privacy: Your personal information in correspondence is collected for the sole purpose of  assisting in the assessment of  the proposal. All 
information received, including names and addresses of  respondents, may be published in subsequent assessment documents unless a clear 
indication is given in the correspondence that such information is not to be published. Otherwise Roads and Maritime will only disclose your 
personal information, without your consent, if  authorised by law. Your personal information will be held by Roads and Maritime at 27 Argyle Street, 
Parramatta NSW 2150. You have the right to access and correct the information if  you believe that it is incorrect.

For further enquiries 
For further information about Stage 3 of  Schofields Road corridor upgrade between Veron Road and Richmond 
Road please contact Roads and Maritime Services project development manager, Devika Sitinamaluwe: 
T 02 8849 2782 | E Schofields_Road_Upgrade@rms.nsw.gov.au
More information is available at www.rms.nsw.gov.au/roadprojects
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